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A global renewable energy company, focused in Asia

This report analyzes corporate value from the perspective of GCC managementa which emphasizes three elements
of Growth (in sales), Connection (of people and businesses, leading to improve Return on Invested Capital), and
Confidence (enhanced credibility to reduce business risks).

Abalance’s main business: The Green Energy Business

Basic report

Abalance Co., Ltd. was established to develop and sell software for corporate
customers in 2000. Then in 2001 Abalance acquired WWB Co., Ltd., which was
engaged in construction machinery sales and solar power generation (green
energy) business and made it a subsidiary. At present, the Green Energy Business
represents most of sales and profit of Abalance, with its strength being in one-stop
provision of a solar power generation value chain. The top executives of Abalance
have made use of their network of contacts in globalization, acquisitions, and a
reorganization drive to change its business portfolio within a short period.

Written and Edited by
J-Phoenix Research Inc.

A “global renewable energy company, focused in Asia”
To become a global renewable energy company, at least initially focused in Asia,
Abalance is undertaking a three-step business development program. The first
step is to expand owned FIT-certified solar power generation facilities to secure
stable profit flows. Abalance currently owns around 10MW of solar power
generation capacity and has development projects, including those aimed for sale,
with potential capacity of 50MW, up to FY6/2021. These projects will be eligible
for about 20-year Feed-in tariff (FIT)b program in Japan, suggesting upside
potential for corporate value. The combined 60MW power generation capacity in
FY6/2022 will be equivalent to about 75% of the capacity of EF-ON, a well-known
biomass power generating company (Tokyo Stock Exchange First Section 9514;
market cap at end-2019 of ¥16.2 billion). The second step is to strengthen
comprehensive power from the long-term viewpoint. This includes expansion of
capacity to provide storage batteries and solar panels, as well as growth of wind
power and biomass businesses. The third step is to accelerate entry into the
renewable energy market in Asia.
Shareholder value from the GCC ManagementTM perspective: 2.6X upside

Growth: Almost definite profit contribution from 50MW solar power stations
under development by FY6/2020 and growth especially in regional Asian
markets. Connection: Strong outlook for advance in solution capability,
reduction in purchasing cost, and increase in efficiency in capital management
and operation. Confidence: Prospect of higher credibility of performance,
driven from expansion of owned solar power stations that are FIT-certified.
Based on the excess return analysis, using these assumptions, and the peer
analysis, potential shareholder value of Abalance is calculated to be ¥7.7
billion, which is about 2.6 times higher than the current market cap of ¥3.0
billion, suggesting an attractive upside potential if the gap of ¥4.7 billion will
be narrowed.
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a: A trademark registered by J-Phoenix Research in Japan. A systematic term to describe the concept of corporate value. See “What is an analytical framework of the GCC managementTM?” in this report.
b: A feed-in tariff (FIT) program in Japan is a policy mechanism that the government guarantees that electric utility companies purchase renewable energy produced at a fixed tariff for a fixed period. Projects for either solar power, wind
power, hydro power, geothermal, or biomass must satisfy requirements set by the government and the entire generated electricity can be purchased. However, in case of residential solar power setups of less than 10kW, excess portion after
own consumption can be purchased.
c: Details in “Reference material: Corporate value evaluation method using ROIC and Excess return”.
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1. Corporate summary
Core business
shift from IT to
green energy
Abalance manages and
controls its group

IT business spun off

▉ Corporate data
Corporate name Abalance Co., Ltd.
Established
April 17, 2000
Representative
Mitsuyuki Yasuaki
Location
Tennozu First Tower 5F, 2-2-4 Higashi-Shinagawa, Shinagawaku, Tokyo, 140-0002 JAPAN
Capital
700.63 million yen (as of June 30, 2019)
Employees
76 (as of June 30, 2019; consolidated basis)
Fiscal year end
June
Main business
Green energy business (solar panel power generation);
Construction machinery sales business; IT business
The Tokyo Stock Exchange, Second Section［Ticker code:
Listing
3856］
Source: JPR, based on the Abalance website

Group structure: Management control by Abalance

Most recently, the IT business, conducted since the company’s founding, was spun
off as an independent company, Abit Co. As a result, Abalance has become the
management and controlling company of the group, while Abit, a dedicated IT
business company, will further expand the IT business. Abalance’s group structure
and major subsidiaries are shown below.
▉ Major subsidiaries and group structure

Source: JPR, based on the IR material of the first quarter of FY6/2020, “Growth strategy of the Abalance Group”
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Abalance evolved from
Green Energy Business representing a majority: Plan to
an IT company to a green
aggressively expand overseas
energy company by an
Abalance was established in 2000 as an IT company that would engage in
development and sale of corporate software. Then in 2011, the company acquired
acquisition of WWB
Acquired an equity stake
in a panel manufacture
and sale company in
Vietnam in March 2018

IT Business

WWB, a construction machinery seller that was also in the solar power generation
(green energy) business and made it a subsidiary. At present, a majority of sales
and profit is generated from the Green Energy Business, which does planning and
sale of solar power generation equipment, operation of power stations, and solar
power generation at its own stations. Abalance has also invested overseas,
including acquisition of an equity stake of a solar panel manufacturing and sale
company in Vietnam in March 2018, via a group company.
WWB provided construction machinery used for water injection at the disabled
nuclear power plant in Fukushima after the 2011 earthquake; the machinery is
still in use today as a part of maintenance work by WWB. This is one evidence
demonstrating superiority in WWB’s construction machinery products.
▉ History
April 2000
Sep. 2007
Nov., 2011

Construction Machinery
Sales Business

March 2017
March 2017
Jan. 2018
Feb. 2018
March 2018
Nov. 2018
Jan. 2019
March 2019

Real Communications, Ltd. was established (renamed “Real Com Inc.” in
February 2001)
Listed on the Tokyo Stock Exchange Mothers
Conducted a stock exchange with Abalance Corporation as a whollyowned parent company and WWB Co., Ltd. as a wholly-owned subsidiary
WWB established a SPC (VW Limited Liability Company) and made
VALORS Inc. a subsidiary
Changed corporate name to Abalance Corporation
Established Win Power Limited in Bangladesh
Established FUJI SOLAR Co., Ltd. (34% owned by WWB)
FUJI SOLAR acquired the entire equity stake of VSUN, engaged in
manufacturing and sales of solar panels in Vietnam
Changed from the Tokyo Stock Exchange Mothers Market to the Tokyo
Stock Exchange, Second Section
WWB made Con Corporation, engaged in manufacturing and sale of
photocatalytic titanium oxide coating agent and products that use it, a
subsidiary (renamed Japan Photocatalyst Center Co., Ltd.)
WWB established VSUN JAPAN Co., Ltd. as domestic sales offices of solar
panels manufactured by VSUN

Source: JPR, based on the IR material of the first quarter of FY6/2020, “Growth strategy of the Abalance
Group”

▉ Business activities and FY6/2019 sales composition

Pumps provided by the
Abalance Group is in use
at the Fukushima nuclear
power accident sites

Business
Sales amount (% of total
sales)
IT
¥172mn (2.9%)
Construction Machinery
Sales
¥596mn (10.0%)

Green Energy Business
(advanced solar modules)

Green Energy
¥5,178mn (86.5%)

Other
¥39mn (0.6%)

Business activities
Sale of KnowledgeMarket®, an information sharing and
knowledge management tool; licensee sales in the Microsoftrelated business; SI; operation and maintenance, etc.
Sale of construction machinery in Japan and abroad by WWB
Sale of solar panels and related products; construction of
power stations; and electricity sales business by solar power
generation and others, performed by WWB, VALORS, VALORS
Engineering Corporation, Sanyo Power Limited Liability
Company (subsidiaries of Abalance) as well as by Joyo Power
Co., Ltd., Toyo Power Co., Ltd., and Yojo Power Co., Ltd.
(related companies of Abalance)
Manufacturing and sale of photocatalytic titanium oxide
coating agent and products that use it by Japan Photocatalyst
Center Co., Ltd. (68.4% equity stake)

Source: JPR, based on the FY6/2020 Securities Report
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Long-term
growth trend
Definite upside potential
in the near term from
50MW solar power
stations under
development

The Green Energy Business is a main driver of growth

Sales since FY6/2012 when WWB became a subsidiary through stock exchange,
are shown in the following graph. Green bars, representing the Green Energy
Business, show a main driver of growth. Growth in sales and profit has slowed
down since FY6/2019 due to a transitional impact from adopting a policy to
promote owned facilities instead of selling them and to focus more on future cash
flow growth rather than near-term growth in sales and profit. By FY6/2021
Abalance plans to complete construction of FIT-certified solar power stations
which bring additional generation capacity of 50MW in total and to own or sell
them one by one, which is expected to result in growth in sales and profit.

▉ Long-term growth trend and future direction

Source: JPR, based on the Securities Report and the Financial Summary Report of Abalance
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2. Overall business summary and mid-term strategies
Overall business
portfolio

The Green Energy
Business represents a
majority of sales and
profit, while the IT
Business represents a
small part

Concentrated on the Green Energy Business after the East
Japan earthquakes and tsunami of March 2011

Abalance started in the IT Business but made a major shift into the Green Energy
Business after the acquisition of WWB in 2011, which coincidentally occurred at
about the same time as the Great East Japan Earthquake, which led the
management of Abalance to become more conscious of making its value-creating
contribution by materializing its corporate philosophy. In 2011, a shift into green
energy was planned, and FIT policy was enacted in Japan, which expanded
business opportunities for Abalance. At present, Abalance generates about 90%
of sales from the Green Energy Business and, in preparation for a post-FIT1 phase,
is promoting the strategy of owning solar power generation facilities and growing
in business in storage batteries and wind power generation, as well as expanding
through overseas investment.
▉ FY6/2019 segment sales and profit

Source: Materials from Abalance IR briefing, held on September 3, 2020

Synergy and complementarity of the three businesses

Construction equipment
and IT sales backup
mainstay Green Energy

While Abalance currently focuses on the Green Energy Business, its three business
domains have synergies such as use of construction machinery in construction of
solar power stations, the overseas network in construction machinery being
useful for overseas expansion of the Green Energy Business, and use of remote
control systems of the IT Business in monitoring the power generation status and
in maintenance. There is also a currency hedge impact as the Green Energy
Business imports materials while the Construction Machinery Sales Business
mainly exports products.
▉ Features of the three businesses and their potential synergies

Source: IR material of the first quarter of FY6/2020, “Growth strategy of the Abalance Group”

“Post-FIT” means that an expiry of a period to sell electricity generated from solar power and other renewable energy at FIT prices. For example, the
FIT program for residential solar power setups lasts for 10 years and began to end from November 2019.
1
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Outline of the
medium-term
management
plan
Major shift in the
Green Energy Business
strategy: from sale to
facility ownership

Accelerating overseas
expansion in the Green
Energy Business and the
Construction Machinery
Sales Business

Focus on assisting
workstyle innovation in
the IT Business

Priority on building a base for long-term growth

In August 2018, Abalance adopted a medium-term management plan [20192021], aimed at further growth and becoming a renewable energy company active
in Asian markets, through a three-step business development program. The three
steps are 1) to expand owned FIT-certified solar power generation facilities to
secure stable profit; 2) to enhance diverse business activities in the general power
industry, including storage battery and biomass, from a long-term viewpoint; and
3) to accelerate entry into the renewable energy market in Asia. In order to realize
these steps, Abalance will carry out the following measures and priority strategies.
▉ The medium-term management plan [2019-2021]
Theme
Corporate
philosophy and
vision
Green Energy
Business’ shift in
business model

Entry into the
overseas renewable
energy market
Construction
Machinery Sales
Business
IT Business

Context


See the supplementary information: Corporate philosophy and
vision



Redefine the green energy business, develop owned solar
power stations, and evolve into a global renewable energy
company.
Develop FIT-certified, owned solar power stations in Japan and
abroad, and engage in sale of storage battery to tackle the 2019
problem2.
Enter into the Asian market as a renewable energy solution-first
Use its powerful business network in China and Southeast Asia
and evolve as a renewable energy solution-first company.









Business synergies




Sell competitive products in the used machinery market.
Continue to develop leasing/rental services as an agent of a
top-class, global maker in China.
Strengthen overseas expansion.
Support companies that promote workstyle innovation.
Measures include to respond to the working population decline
in Japan.
Automate low-value-additive tasks by a combined use of
various tools, depending on objectives, and help customers
improve productivity at corporate and each individual level.
The Construction Machinery Sales Business contributes to
foundation construction of solar power station installation
projects of the Green Energy Business.
The IT Business develops and then sells a power generation
monitoring system, which provides automatic data collection,
data analysis, and result distribution of the Green Energy
Business power stations in operation.

Source: Extracted from the Abalance Medium-Term Management Plan [2019-2021] by JPR

▉ Priority measures of the medium-term management plan [2019-2021]

Source: Extracted from the Abalance Medium-Term Management Plan [2019-2021]
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Three-year growth
targets: 20% in sales and
30% in operating profit
vs. the average of
FY6/2017 and FY6/2018

Growth appears to slow down due to a shift in business
model

Abalance’s targets for the medium-term management plan [2019-2021] are to
achieve ¥8.2 billion in sales and ¥610 million in operating profit in FY6/2021.
These targets mean a 20% increase in sales and a 30% increase in operating profit
compared to the average of the FY6/2018 and FY6/2017 (FY6/2018 results were
boosted by a deferred recognition of some sales made in FY6/2017). The pace of
growth may appear slowing down, compared to growth of 60% in sales and 2.2
times in operating profit during three years up to FY6/2018, which however were
partly boosted by a one-off factor.
Moreover, the company’s forecasts for FY6/2020 announced in 2018 – sales of
¥7,200 million and operating profit of ¥430 million – were lower than their initial
forecasts. This slowdown in forecasts was due to a shift in the business model to
promote owned solar power stations, rather than sell them, a change made in
order to establish a long-term growth base.
▉ Sales, operating profit, and other targets of the medium-term
management plan [2019-2021]

↑
The company s forecasts for FY6/2020 announced in 2018 –
sales of \7,200 million and operating profit of \430 million –
were lower than their initial forecasts.
Source: Extracted from the Abalance Medium-Term Management Plan [2019-2021]

The 2019 problem: Japan’s FIT program for residential solar power setups lasts began in 2009 and and began to end its 10-year period from 2019. Under the program,
electric utility companies purchase electricity generated by private homeowner producers at the fixed tariff set by the government. The tariff was higher than the market price
as the government wanted to promote installation of residential solar power setups. It is yet known whether private homeowner producers can continue sell electricity to
electric utility companies at what price, and whether the price may substantially decline or not.
2
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Long-term measures to
raise shareholder value
with emphasis on ROIC

Growth strategy with
emphasis on SDGs

Measures to enhance shareholder value
ROIC3-focused policy to raise corporate value
Although Abalance’s growth rate may appear to slow down for the near term, the
company made it clear in its latest disclosed materials that it will focus on ROIC
and cost of capital in managing the company and seek to create corporate value
that satisfies shareholders over the long term. The IR document for the first
quarter of FY6/2020, “Growth strategy of the Abalance Group,” disclosed on
November 18, 2019, is important and useful in order to understand the long-term
shareholder value of Abalance. The growth strategy includes achievement of the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), which were 17 goals adopted by the
United Nations Summit meeting in September 2015 to be achieved in 2016 to
2030 (see details in the supplementary information at the end of the report). This
is particularly relevant to investors who focus on companies that pursue
sustainable growth.
▉ Outline of growth strategies

Source: Extracted from the IR material of the first quarter of FY6/2020, “Growth strategy of the Abalance
Group”

Shareholder return policy

Payout ratio of about
30% will be maintained
while internal reserves
will be secured for
growth

Abalance has a dividend policy of continuing stable dividend payments, with the
premise of securing internal reserves needed for its business expansion and
financial enhancement. In FY6/2019, the company paid an interim dividend of ¥7
per share and a year-end dividend of ¥10, and its consolidated payout ratio was
27.8%. The company is expected to keep a similar level of payout ratio in the
future.
▉ Most recent dividend payment

Source: Extracted from the IR document for the first quarter of FY6/2020, “Growth strategy of the
Abalance Group”

3

ROIC is explained in detail in “Reference material: Corporate value evaluation method using ROIC and Excess return”.
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One-stop solution

Green Energy
Business
Acquisition of VALORS,
which is strong in solar
power generation in
West Japan, expanded
geographic coverage

Nationwide expansion of the solar power generation business by
acquisition of VALORS
In 2017 the Abalance Group acquired VALORS, which has strong presence in West
Japan in solar power generation development, and particularly in Kyushu.
Development of solar power generation requires information on land sites,
projects, and other local insights. While Abalance had expanded mainly in East
Japan, the acquisition of VALORS has enabled it to expand business all over Japan.

Outline of the Green Energy Business
The Green Energy Business, conducted by WWB and VALORS, is summarized
below.
▉ Outline of the Green Energy Business

Source: Abalance Medium-Term Management Plan [2019-2021]

Provide on-stop solution, In Japan, WWB and VALORS operate business in the form of management of
including procurement of owned power stations; sale of low-voltage lot type and high-voltage type solar
power, and power stations; acquisition and sale of power stations currently in
solar power panels

operation; and maintenance and repair. The Abalance Group is also engaged in
management of owned power stations and sale of solar battery modules in
Southeast Asia.

Sell, and then operate and maintain developed solar power
generation projects
Utilizing the organization mentioned above, the Green Energy Business can
provide one-stop solutions to power producers – from planning of solar power
generation to procurement, design, module manufacturing, installment work, and
operation and maintenance of a generation system. The Abalance Group is a onestop solution provider in the true sense, as solar panels are manufactured by its
group company in Vietnam, and post-installment O&M4 can also be handled by
the group.

4

Operation & Maintenance (O&M) of solar power generation facilities includes day-to-day monitoring of the generation status, including data analysis, maintenance of
systems and equipment through regular check-ups, early detection of an accident, and replacement of components and equipment.
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▉ One-stop solution flow diagram for photovoltaic power generation and examples of photovoltaic
modules provided

Source: Abalance corporate website

Making a major shift in
business model

The major shift in
business model is likely
to fully boost corporate
value in FY6/2022 and
after

Estimated to additional
bring close to ¥700
million in operating
profit and close to ¥1.5
billion in EBITDA in
FY6/2022 and after

Outlook of the Green Energy Business

Abalance is currently making a major shift in its business model, as presented in
its medium-term management plan [2019-2021], in which the company redefines green energy business and seeks to evolve into a renewable energy
company that is not limited by geopolitical borders. Anticipating a slowdown in
development and sale of solar power stations, in light of a review of fixed purchase
pricing, difficulty in securing land, and municipalities’ stricter authorization
standards for power station development, Abalance started to focus on
developing self-managing solar power stations in Japan and abroad and to build
more owned stations in order to secure stable profit; this began in FY6/2019 (see
supplementary material: Shift in business model of the Green Energy Business).

Additional 50MW capacity operation by June 2021

According to the FY6/2019 Securities Report, Abalance plans to increase new solar
power stations for its own use or for sale by June 2021 and raise generation
capacity by 50MW in total (see supplementary material: Power station
development plan). As the company currently generates about 10MW from its
own facilities, its total capacity will amount to almost 60MW, which is equivalent
to about 75% of the expected biomass power generation capacity of EF-ON (Tokyo
Stock Exchange First Section 9514) in FY6/2023 (source: EF-ON Group mediumterm management plan for 2020/2022). As reference, EF-ON’s market cap was
¥16.2 billion as of December 30, 2019.
While biomass power generation and solar power generation cannot be directly
compared, the case of EF-ON is a useful reference to some extent in considering
upside potential of the shareholder value of Abalance. As these new facilities are
FIT-certified, Abalance is estimated to benefit from the FIT program for additional
about ¥30 per share over the next nearly 20 years.
The start of generation of additional 50MW is estimated to bring close to ¥700
million in operating profit and close to ¥1.5 billion in EBITDA to Abalance. These
upside potentials can be expected to more than offset the immediate slowdown
in growth of sales and operating profit.
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Business expansion
overseas, mainly in Asia

Exploiting management’s network for overseas expansion
Energy demand in emerging countries, including China, India, and Southeast Asia,
is expected to be closer to a total demand of the U.S., Europe, and Japan in the
future, according to some estimates (see below). Abalance aims at capturing this
business opportunity by business expansion in Asia, a region where Abalance can
leverage its management’s excellent cross-border network of contacts (see
supplementary information at the end of the report). The company began sale of
electricity generated by solar power in Vietnam and exchanged an agreement on
a solar power generation project with the government in Cambodia. It is thus
becoming a frontrunner in this field among Japanese companies in Asia. The
company is moreover expected to evolve into a renewable energy “solution-first”
company in Asia, by drawing fully upon the strength of its technologies and
credibility as a Japanese company and leveraging its executives’ powerful business
contacts in China and Southeast Asia.
▉ Overseas renewable energy demand potential

Source: Extracted from the Abalance Medium-Term Management Plan [2019-2021]. Quoted from the
proposal of the Energy situation roundtable on the initiatives on energy shift, dated April 10, 2018
(Agency for Natural Resources and Energy)

▉ Abalance’s moves to enter the overseas renewable energy market

Source: Extracted from the Abalance Medium-Term Management Plan [2019-2021]
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Solar panel production in
Vietnam

Solar panel production in Vietnam
In Vietnam, FUJI SOLAR (34% equity owned by WWB) in the Abalance Group
acquired an entire equity stake in VSUN, a solar panel manufacturer. VSUN is
certified as an IT company by the Ministry of Science and Technology in Vietnam,
and its solar panel production capacity has expanded equivalent from 600MW to
1,000MW per year, after the start of operation of its new plant. By owning VSUN,
the Abalance Group is able to procure own panels, obtain cost information, and
make more accurate cost estimates. Although VSUN is not consolidated at
present, its sales were about ¥7.4 billion in 2018, according to data provided by
Abalance. Profit generated by VSUN is currently used for overseas re-investment,
providing a de-facto currency hedge function in overseas investment. VSUN is also
considering an IPO in Vietnam. Fund procurement through it can potentially
accelerate overseas business expansion of the Abalance Group.
▉ Outline of VSUN, a production base for solar panels in Vietnam

Source: Extracted from the IR material of the first quarter of FY6/2020, “Growth strategy of the Abalance
Group”

VSUN is highly regarded
as one of top 40 solar
module manufacturers

VSUN was successful in being selected, from amon hundreds of solar module
manufacturers, in the Q3 2019 Bloomberg New Energy Finance (BNEF) Tier 1 Solar
Module Manufacturers list (of 40 manufacturers) in September 2019. The BNEF’s
quarterly list, based on bankability and financial stability of the solar modules
manufacturers, is public announced and is widely used as an indicator of nonrecourse bank debt financing ability of solar projects. This is a good example
demonstrating VSUN being evaluated as a global standard brand.
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Entry to the wind power
generation business,
aimed at boosting total
power generation
capacity

Ways to secure more sources of profit
(1) Wind power generation
Abalance is planning to enter into wind power generation and storage battery
businesses. Wind power generation falls behind solar power generation in terms
of installment conditions and costs in Japan but there remains room to enter this
field as the ratio of installed capacity is below the certified level, the current FIT
program continues up to 2020, and the FIT price is at a level that enables a
sustainable business (see supplementary material: Shift in business model of the
Green Energy Business).

(2) Residential solar power generation

Use of storage battery to
expand in residential
solar power setups

Entry into a
photocatalytic area is
expected to generate
synergy with the Green
Energy Business

The FIT program for residential solar power setups lasts for 10 years and began to
be phased out in November 2019. Such post-FIT setups are facing a significant
challenge but the residential solar power generation capacity, 5,828,000KW in
total, has great potential. If owners of a residence with an installed solar power
setup install a storage battery, the dead time between when solar power
generation takes place and the peak in electricity sales can be reduced and the
electricity sale can become more effective.
Foreseeing potential in residential solar power generation, Abalance has already
secured a supplier of storage batteries. The company is likely to expand in this
area as it is one of few which can propose and actually provide an integrated
service from component procurement to operation and maintenance of electricity
for sale. For example, sale of the stored electricity at the time of power peak
should definitely generate profit (see supplementary material: Shift in business
model of the Green Energy; Organization to obtain profit by incorporating
residential solar power generation).

(3) Entry into a photocatalytic area
In January 2019 Con Corporation, engaged in manufacturing and sale of a
photocatalytic titanium oxide coating agent and products that use it, became a
subsidiary (renamed Japan Photocatalyst Center Co., Ltd.) Photocatalyst is a
technology that breaks down organic dirt which sticks to outer walls and window
glass. Prevention of dirt on the solar panel surface will reduce cleaning costs and
this business is expected to generate great synergies with the Green Energy
Business and differentiate Abalance’s business from that of competitors in the
domestic and overseas market (see supplementary material: Shift in business
model of the Green Energy Business; Japan Photocatalyst Center’s technology).
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Construction
Machinery Sales
Business

Subsidiary WWB’s founding business
General agent of SANY, one of the global top three construction
machinery makers
Abalance’s construction machinery business consists of sale of new machinery,
sale and purchase of used machinery, and rental of machinery. Regarding new
machinery sale, Abalance is a general agent of China’s Sany Heavy Industry in
Japan with its strength lying in handling Sany’s mainstay mobile concrete pumps,
helping make it one of Japan’s top exporters of the concrete pumps. Sany is the
top construction machinery maker in China, and has rapidly grown to be the
world’s third maker after Caterpillar and Komatsu in terms of market cap.

Construction machinery
of Sany Heavy Industry, a
leading company in the
industry
▉ Construction machinery provided by WWB

Provision of support at
the time of the Great
East Japan Earthquake
Pumping vehicles provided to Tokyo
Electric Power for water injection after the
Fukushima nuclear power plant accident

Tapped the market in
Source: Abalance materials from its corporate website and others
Bangladesh with
competitive construction As mentioned above, Abalance has provided construction machinery to support
the water injection work after the Fukushima nuclear power plant accident.
machinery
Overseas expansion and becoming a bridge across Asia

Becoming a bridge
linking Asia and Japan, in
infrastructure
development

Abalance has established its own overseas network by making use of its
executives’ contacts in China and with overseas Chinese. As an example, Abalance
established a company in Bangladesh to engage in sales and rental of construction
machinery for building infrastructure, including Japan’s ODA projects for road
construction. In the case of supplying construction machinery for a railway bridge
construction project in Bangladesh, construction delay and other problems
occurred due to lack of progress in cooperation between Japanese companies in
charge of a bridge and Chinese companies in charge of bridge abutments.
Abalance then was involved in binding the relationship of both parties and
contributed to smoother progress of construction. As in this case, Abalance, being
a Japanese company and having a network in China and with overseas Chinese, is
relied upon by others in many other overseas cases. This can be another strong
point of Abalance in obtaining more business opportunities.
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▉ High growth potential of Bangladesh

Source: Medical and International Development Country Report for Bangladesh, by METI

Business spin-off aimed at further boosting growth

IT Business

IoT and AI related
services, adopted by
municipalities
Use of IoT and AI, and
contribution in labor
productivity

The IT business, the original business of Abalance, was spun off and has been
conducted by an independent company, Abit Co., since October 1, 2019. This gives
the company resiliency in responding to the changing IT market. Abit is a madeup word combining “A” (standing for pride in belonging to the Abalance Group)
and “bit” (meaning a minimum unit of digital information and each person). Abit
particularly focuses on people in its business development as it strives to help
improve issues related to labor productivity enhancement, know-how transfer
into younger generations, and the tight labor market.

Make machines do simple repetitive tasks and shift to
higher-value-added work
Services provided by the IT Business include KnowledgeMarket®, an information
sharing and knowledge management tool; Nintex workflow-related service;
Robowiser Framework (RBF), a RPA5 tool for a broad range of operations; and
services using of IoT and AI to reduce work burden. The services related to IoT and
AI have already begun to be adopted by local municipalities, and steady
accumulation of such achievements may allow Abit to further expand business.

Robotic Process Automation (RPA) is a form of business process automation technology to automate desk works of white collar workers by use of Rules Engine, AI, or other
software robots These software robots are sometimes called digital labor or digital workers.
5
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Diverse synergy potentials

Synergy

Synergies among the three businesses of Abalance can be realized in various ways.
The company has so far dedicated management resources in the Green Energy
Business but plans to also deploy resources in the Construction Machinery Sales
Business and the IT Business, in order to promote synergies, such as shown below
in two examples.

▉ Synergies among the three businesses

Source: Extracted from the Abalance Medium-Term Management Plan [2019-2021]
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3. Shareholder value estimates
Estimates
based on the
excess return
method

Estimated shareholder
value of ¥7.7 billion
(share price of ¥1,500),
including the value of
50MW solar power
generation to be
developed by June 2021

Use of the excess return method6 in estimating
shareholder value
Framework for estimates
In consideration of what we described so far, JPR estimated the shareholder value
of Abalance, using the excess return method, as shown below. The most
important factor here is ⑤Estimated shareholder value, including value created
by power stations that are scheduled to start. The value of this factor will become
clear in FY6/2022 and should be most critical in making an investment decision on
Abalance for a 2-3 year holding period.
▉
①
②
③
④
⑤
⑥
⑦
⑧
⑨

Abalance’s shareholder value structure
Shareholder equity
Currently-generated shareholder value
Currently-generated shareholder value + Shareholder equity = (1) + (2)
Shareholder value to be generated by power stations that are scheduled to
start
Estimated shareholder value, including value created by power stations
that are scheduled to start = (3) + (4) (Value to become clear in FY6/2022)
Incorporating the value in residential solar power generation + overseas
expansion
Potential IPO value of VSUN in Vietnam
Upside potential in the value of the Construction Machinery Sales and IT
Businesses
Estimated market value including upside potential in value = (5) + (6) + (8)

Current market cap of
¥3.0 billion does not
incorporate potential
value to be generated
from additional 50MW
capacity

Source: JPR

Result of the estimates
⑤Estimated shareholder value, including value created by power stations that
are scheduled to start = ③ + ④ is estimated to be ¥7.7 billion (see details in
the supplementary information at the end of the report). The current shareholder
value of ➀ + ➁ , excluding the value of power stations to be started, is
calculated to be around ¥2.7 billion, which is roughly equal to the current market
cap of Abalance.

6

The Excess Return Method is explained in detail in “Reference material: Corporate value evaluation method using ROIC and Excess return”.
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Long-term potential
market cap to ¥10-20
billion (share price of
¥2,000 - 4,000)

Full picture
JPR also made more bullish estimates, incorporating the factors ➅ , ➆ , and
➇ .
▉ Example of incorporating upside potential
⑥ Incorporating the value in residential solar power generation + overseas
expansion = ¥5-15 billion
⑦ Potential IPO value of VSUN in Vietnam = ¥5 billion (assuming a 50% equity
stake)
⑧ Upside potential in the value of the Construction Machinery Sales and IT
Businesses = ¥1 billion
Source: JPR

The above projections assume success of Abalance’s strategies, in consideration
of the market size ➅; estimated IPO value based on over ¥7.4 billion in VSUN’s
sales ➆; and upside potential of about ¥100 million in operating profit of the
Construction Machinery Sales and IT Businesses.
As shown in the figure below, when incorporating the value of 50MW solar power
generation, that is currently under development; the value of the new strategies
– solar power generation for residence that uses storage batteries and overseas
expansion ➅; the IPO value of VSUN ➆; and the value of the Construction
Machinery Sales and IT Businesses, the market cap of Abalance can realistically be
estimated to be about ¥20 billion. This is a similar level to upside potential in
shareholder value of companies comparative to Abalance (see next page). In
short, if the upside potential value from 50MW solar power generation, which
becomes clear by FY6/2021, is incorporated, the fair market cap of Abalance can
be boosted to about ¥7.7 billion (share price of ¥1,500, at the present number of
outstanding shares). If other upside potential from ➅ , ➆ , and ➇ is also
incorporated, the market cap can be augmented to about ¥10-20 billion (share
price of ¥2,000 - 4,000).
▉ Upside potential estimates in market cap of Abalance

Source: JPR
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The peer analysis results
were consistent with the
results of the excess
return analysis

▉

Analysis of comparative companies
Peer comparison suggests market cap potential up to ¥20 billion
JPR made comparisons and projections of corporate value of some listed
companies in the green energy business sector, with a particular focus on the
relationship of their own sales volume of generated electricity and their corporate
value.
The companies compared, RENOVA, Inc. (9519), EREX Co., Ltd. (9517), and EF-ON
INC. (9514), are also in the green energy business. RENOVA is mainly engaged in
solar power generation but recently started biomass power generation and
expanded to offshore wind power business, while EREX and EF-ON mainly conduct
biomass power generation. Using each peer’s disclosed information, JPR
estimated EBITDA from its equity stake worth of electricity sales from the power
stations in operation as of December 2019 and from new stations, which are
scheduled to start operation by 2023. Valuation multiples to market cap and ratios
of market cap to the total power generation capacity (equity portion) in MW were
also calculated for Alsace and each peer company. Based on the calculation, the
estimated market cap of Abalance can be about ¥7.6 billion, using the peer
average EBITDA multiple, and about ¥20.0 billion, using the peer total power
generation capacity (equity portion) multiple (see the right column, the third line
from the last and the last line on the table below.)
Difference in the market cap estimates reflect the fact that the value using the
EBITDA multiple, is based on highly certain cash flows, while the value using the
total power generation capacity, is incorporating less certain longer-term upside
potential. The results can be said to be consistent with the results from the
analysis on the previous page.
As Abalance, which is smaller in scale than its peers, grows and benefits from the
economies of scale in the infrastructure industry, it is expected to be valued
similar to its peers.

Estimating shareholder value from comparable companies

Source: JPR
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